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BACK TO SCHOOL AND WHAT'S
NEW
By: Summer Purser

As students return to Piedmont for the 2021-2022 school year,
many are wondering what this new year will bring.
Numerous changes have been made to previous protocols,
especially those regarding COVID-19, but some will stay the
same. One of the biggest concerns was the question of masks;
face coverings will not be required on Union County Public
School campuses, but they will be required when using school
transportation. This includes Driver’s Ed. vehicles as well as
school buses. Additionally, social distancing standards and
cafeteria procedures will remain the same; however, it is
important to remember that as more information is released,
these guidelines may change.
While we are returning to some sense of normalcy, COVID is still
a concern. Students will be asked to stay at home if they have a
positive COVID test or any COVID symptoms. A fourteen day
quarantine will also follow a positive COVID test or any
prolonged exposure. Vaccinated students will not be required to
quarantine, but they will be asked to wear a face mask covering
until they can present a negative COVID test. It is important to
note that students nor staff will be required to get vaccinated as
of this year.

BACK
TO
SCHOOL

Other important things to note are that lockers will now be
available for student use, and hallways will no longer be solely
one direction. Plan D will also not be offered for students this
year.
As we enter into this new school year, our amazing staff will be
working diligently to maintain a clean and safe environment for
students. For additional information, please check the Piedmont
High School website, or view the school board meeting that is
also linked on the page.
Link to UCPS 2021-2022 Health and Safety FAQ:
https://www.ucps.k12.nc.us/Page/8081
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THE PRIDE OF PIEDMONT
POUNCES BACK
By: Katherine Lally

On August 10, 2021, for the first time in 656 days, ‘Pride of Piedmont’

Even if you watch the band from the

marching band assembled to preview their 2021-2022 performance,

outside, or as someone who has no

“Uncaged”.

knowledge of the band, you can see
how much drive the students have,

The marching band has spent the past three weeks mastering their

and how much effort is put into these

performance. Before the school year begins, dedicated students

performances. You can feel their

commit to eight hours a day of practicing various show elements such

passion through their music. While

as their visual aspects, marching fundamentals, and incorporating

Pride of Piedmont may seem like

music to create the foundation for the show. After band camp comes to

nothing more than a group of

an end, the band spends the rest of the fall season polishing the

performers, they collectively and

previously stated elements of the performance.

individually represent what it means
to be a panther through their integrity

At first, to any outside listener the music serves no other purpose or
holds any weight; however, each movement of the performance
encapsulates a meaningful portion of the greater plot of the show as a
whole. For instance, the difference in tempos are meant to induce
stress among the audience, as well as express the urgency or calmness
of the scene. The formations on the field and the various visuals all
serve the purpose of portraying the story in a visually appealing
manner.
Uncaged is the story of birds that live their lives flying around
boundlessly, only to find themselves as the prey of a hunt, one of which
they are captured and stripped of their freedom. Once apprehended,
these birds then plot different ways to escape, where they can finally
fly away, back to the lives they used to know.

and motivation.
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PIEDMONT PANTHERS BACK ON
THE PROWL
By: Bradley Watkins

The past two school years have

volleyball, soccer, cross country,

been unusual ones, not only for

and cheerleading teams

academics, but for sports as well.

representing Piedmont. Recently,

While the return of our Panthers

our JV football team set the tone

alone is triumphant, it does demand

With the absence of Piedmont

for the season with a 27 - 0 victory

our school, as a whole, to do one

athletics during the Covid-19

over CATA. Piedmont athletes,

thing: support. Students of

pandemic, it seemed there was no

parents, and coaches are all hopeful

Piedmont High School will be made

hope for the return of our

that this victory is only the

aware of various school spirit

Panthers. While the 2021-2022

beginning of a prosperous season

themes during our football season.

school year may not be perfect, it

for every one of our Piedmont

Some of which may include color

is a hopeful one for Piedmont

athletes. This season will hopefully

rushes such as our ‘Blackout’,

athletics. ‘Meet the Panthers’, a

serve as a preview for what sports

‘Whiteout’, and ‘Blueout’ themes.

recent event held to showcase our

will look and feel like throughout

We will also have some more

competitors for the fall athletic

the 2021-2022 school year. As

creative spirit themes such as a

season, was merely a sneak peek

previously stated, our past two

‘Hawaiian beach’, ‘Camo’, and ‘Neon’

into the fall season for spectators

school years have been extremely

themes. School spirit is extremely

but for athletes, this showcase was

abnormal for sports but should the

important, especially for this

a glimmer of hope for the

current circumstances and

season as this is our time to bounce

possibility of a much more normal

conditions remain the same, we are

back and show our rivals just how

school year.

approaching a much more normal

deep our Panther pride runs!

environment for athletics. An
Over the course of the fall season,

environment where you will find

you can catch our football,

parent/student spectators and

concessions once again.
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Meet the Staff
STACY
VICKERS
Club Advisor

KERSTIN
HENRY
Editor

BRADLEY
WATKINS
Journalist

Mrs. Vickers is an
English teacher
whose most proud
accomplishments
include growing
student journalists.
Outside of school,
her greatest pride is
her family.

Kerstin Henry is a
student at Piedmont
who loves video
games, books, and
painting. When she's
not working, she's
usually listening to
music or playing Call
of Duty.

Bradley Watkins is a
senior at Piedmont
who loves sharing his
thoughts and
experiences, as well
as informing people
through the art of
writing.

Joshua Loudermilk is
a student at
Piedmont and an
artist. He always has
his sketchbook and
JOSHUA
pencil ready;
otherwise,
he can be
LOUDERMILK
Graphic Designer found hanging out
with his friends,
listening to music,
playing soccer, or
spending time with
his family!

KIMBERLY
STANLEYWIDENHOUSE
Club Advisor

REAGAN
MCMANUS
Editor

Reagan McManus is a
student at Piedmont
who enjoys being
involved and helping
out her peers. She
has a passion for
leadership and is
excited to be a part
of the Panther Press.

EMILY
ROBINSON
Journalist

Katherine Lally is a
student at Piedmont
KATHERINE who enjoys writing.
She also enjoys
LALLY
history and sciences.
Journalist
You can usually find
her with her air pods
in, listening to music.

Lindsey Powell is a
student at Piedmont
with a passion for
writing. When she
LINDSEY
doesn't have her
POWELL nose in a book, she
Editor-in-Chief can be found hanging
out with friends, or
playing with her three
puppies.

Thandi Mkandla is a
senior at Piedmont
who likes true crime
THANDI
and psychological
MKANDLA thrillers. When she’s
Editor
not solving mysteries,
she enjoys painting
and yoga.

Jordan Robinson is a
student at Piedmont
who loves science
and his
JORDAN
truck. He loves to
ROBINSON learn about cars and
Journalist
science, and of
course, loves
to hang out with his
friends.

KIMBERLY
HAINES
Journalist

Kimberly Haines is a
junior at Piedmont
with a passion for
music. She can
always be found
listening to, or
playing, music.
Kimberly also enjoys
writing, reading, and
animals.
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Meet the Staff
Madison Taylor is a
senior at Piedmont
with an affinity for
writing more puns
MADISON and alliteration that
TAYLOR she probably should
Journalist
be. In her free time,
she enjoys drawing,
hanging out with her
cat and snake, and
learning about weird
species of fish.

MIA
ACOSTANICHOLSON
Journalist

Mia AcostaNicholson, is a
student at Piedmont.
She likes to read,
write, and play
soccer.

SUMMER
PURSER
Journalist

Summer Purser is a
junior at Piedmont.
She spends her free
time working,
watching Criminal
Minds, and hanging
out with her family.

The Panther Press is dedicated to creating a positive environment to celebrate the events, students, and happenings at Piedmont High
School. All articles and ideas are student-driven and do not represent the ideals of any advisors, administrators, or Union County
Public Schools as a whole.

